THE LOUISIANA ART COMMISSION is an official state agency created in 1938 by the legislature to promote Louisiana art. It is the only such agency of its kind in the U.S. Services and activities are gratis with all funds appropriated through the general appropriations bill. It is the belief of the Louisiana Art Commission that every citizen of the state, whether he lives in the largest city or in the smallest town, be he rich or poor, has a right to knowledge and information that will make the enjoyment of art an integral part of his daily life.

MONTHLY EXHIBITIONS are held in the Old State Capitol and Branch Gallery Union Federal Bldg. 200 Laurel Street. Admission free. Hours 10 to 5 weekdays 1 to 5 on Sundays.

TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS loaned without charge by the Louisiana Art Commission to any Louisiana school, library, and interested group is its most significant service as its aim is to bring to every citizen of the state the benefits of art now available only in the major cities.

SLIDE TALKS on painting, crafts, child art, architecture, other various subjects loaned without charge to any Louisiana school, library and interested group. Talks come with either a tapped narration or written script.

Here is what you have been waiting for

Solve your problems as the program chairman for your P.T.A., club or community meeting by sponsoring one of our traveling art shows or slide talks or both!!!

Mail card today
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Please check the information you would like to receive:

- [ ] Traveling Exhibitions Catalogue on original art, photography, documented panels, color reproductions
- [ ] Slide talks on painting, crafts, child art, flower arranging, architecture, old and modern masters
- [ ] How to form an art club suggested by-laws, procedure, news releases, constitution
- [ ] Exhibitions without walls suggested design for screen to exhibit paintings, photographs, etc.
- [ ] Announcements of gallery exhibitions and detailed information regarding the agency's varied services